
THE LEGITIMATE AUTHORITY THEORY ESSAY

A legitimate political authority, in this essay, will be taken to mean that there is a To consider this question, three
theories shall be looked at â€“ Hobbes'.

According to Hobbes they both match with scope, form and content. Many advocates of epistemic democracy
favor either an instrumentalist or a mixed conception of legitimacy. Ideological Hegemony â€” Conventional
image of liberal democracies is that they enjoy legitimacy because they respect individual liberty and are
responsive to public opinion. Sources of Political Legitimacy Insofar as legitimacy, understood normatively,
defines which political institutions and which decisions made within them are acceptable, and, in some cases,
what kind of obligations people who are governed by these institutions incur, there is the question what
grounds this normativity. Rawls recognizes that because the content of the idea of public reason is restricted,
the domain to which it should apply must be restricted too. The three types of authority in perspective Weber
presented three types of authority in his analysis of authority namely traditional, charismatic and
legal-rational. Among contemporary thinkers, Michael Walzer , defends a state-basedâ€”or as he calls
itâ€”community-based approach. Further, it looks at the charm or appeal of the leader without consideration of
institutional and personal qualifications for exercise of authority which may lead to abuse of power or luck of
ability perform despite the great charismatic appeal. In his view, only deliberative democratic decision-making
can produce a decision everyone has reasons to endorse. Moral Consciousness and Communicative Action,
transl. As is well known, his impossibility theorem shows a problem with finding such decision-making
mechanisms. Charismatic authority : Power legitimized by extraordinary personal abilities that inspire
devotion and obedience. Heywood, Andrew, Politics, 3rd ed. If it can successfully be shown that having a
state is morally better than not having a state Simmons , the state is justified. Thomas Christiano helpfully
distinguishes between monistic conceptions of political legitimacy and non-monistic ones. It assumes a
procedure-independent standard for correct outcomes and defends a particular democratic procedure in terms
of how closely it approximates these outcomes while allowing that no procedure can guarantee that the right
outcome is reached every time. The idea is that while democratic deliberation helps sorting through reasons
for and against particular candidates or policy proposals, and perhaps even generates new alternatives, the
legitimacy of the outcomes of such a process only depends on the fairness of the decision-making process, not
on the quality of the outcomes it produces. Social contract â€” Giddens â€” communitarianism â€” Etzioni â€”
taking social contract and trying to improve civic engagement through modern political systems. Feld, 
Matthew Liao, and Massimo Renzo eds. What Peter calls pure epistemic proceduralism is a conception of
democratic legitimacy according to which political decisions are legitimate if they are the outcome of a
deliberative democratic decision-making process that satisfies some conditions of political and epistemic
fairness Peter ; on procedural epistemic values, see also Peter  Associated restrictions of their liberty by the
state, Wellman claims, are legitimate. What is the scope for legitimate border controls? The thought can be
explained as follows. When should nation states recognize another political entity as legitimate? This can be
supplemented by subtle propaganda campaigns to either discredit the opposition, or glorify the government.
The solution they propose is that political coercion is justified if it is supported on the basis of reasons that all
reasonable persons can share. The Tudor dynasty in England and the ruling families of Mewar in Rajasthan
India are some examples of traditional authority. The government needs credible military power to deter
external attacks. But prominent earlier coercion-based accounts include those by Nagel and by contemporary
Kantians such as Rawls and Habermas to be discussed in sections 3. The former takes appropriate relations
among states as basic. While there is no right to revolution, political authority is only legitimate if the head of
state respects the social contract. Political Legitimacy and Democracy This section takes a closer look at the
relationship between democracy and political legitimacy. Closely linked to charismatic. This raises the
question of what conditions such global governance institutions have to satisfy in order to qualify as
legitimate. Less likely to be abused than other 2 as the limit of authority is defined. Legal rational authority
gives authority and constraints as well as accountability to the exercise of the power hence the power has
limits. This essay therefore labours at discussing the assertion that legal rational authority is the most rational
type of authority amid the three noted types of authority. The civil state, according to Kant, establishes the
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rights necessary to secure equal freedom. In conclusion, power is clearly as relevant as tradition, legality, and
ideology in the legitimation of political rule. Gramsci drew attention to the degree to which the class system
was upheld not simply by unequal power but also what he called bourgeois hegemony. Traditional authority
though having some aspects consensus does not formalise specific enough to ensure that the formal
qualifications of office bearers are well taken into account. His conception of legitimacy is thus better
described as a version of what Rawls calls imperfect proceduralism Rawls  The most famous version of this
argument is based on the Condorcet jury theorem for a recent discussion, see List and Goodin 


